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When making decisions under uncertainty, it is important to distinguish between the probability that a
judgment is true and the confidence analysts possess in drawing their conclusions. Yet analysts and decision-
makers often struggle to define “confidence” in this context, and many ways that scholars use this term do not
necessarily facilitate decision-making under uncertainty. To help resolve this confusion, we argue for
disaggregating analytic confidence along three dimensions: reliability of available evidence, range of
reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new information. After explaining how these attributes hold different
implications for decision-making in principle, we present survey experiments examining how analysts and
decision-makers employ these ideas in practice. Our first experiment found that each conception of confidence
distinctively influenced national security professionals’ evaluations of high-stakes decisions. Our second
experiment showed that inexperienced assessors of uncertainty could consistently discriminate among our
conceptions of confidence when making political forecasts. We focus on national security, where debates about
defining “confidence levels” have clear practical implications. But our theoretical framework generalizes to
nearly any area of political decision-making, and our empirical results provide encouraging evidence that
analysts and decision-makers can grasp these abstract elements of uncertainty.
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This article explores the distinction between probability and confidence in political decision-

making. Broadly speaking, probability reflects an analyst’s estimate of the chances that a statement is

true, while confidence reflects the degree to which an analyst believes that he or she possesses a sound

basis for assessing uncertainty. These concepts can vary independently, and each represents a distinct

element of high-stakes decision-making. In U.S. criminal courts, for example, jurors should not send

defendants to jail just because their guilt seems to be likely. In principle, guilty verdicts require con-

crete evidence, not just subjective certainty. The criminal justice system thus requires jurors to assess

both high probability and high confidence to find for conviction.

The relationship between probability and confidence shapes many political issues. Scholars often

argue that the use of force in international relations, like the removal of civil liberties in a court of
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law, must be justified through reliable evidence and not merely the belief that coercion will produce

favorable results. When scholars and pundits debate election forecasts, they are (at least implicitly)

arguing both about what probabilities they should assign to electoral outcomes and about how much

confidence those estimates deserve. Though virtually all scientists believe that carbon emissions are

harming the global climate, skeptics observe that scientists lack a commonly accepted framework for

modeling climate change, and therefore they argue that these predictions are insufficiently reliable to

justify costly mitigation efforts. In this way, political judgment requires assigning probabilities to sig-

nificant events as well as judging the quality of those estimates before their accuracy can be known.

This is the sense in which we use the term “confidence” (or “analytic confidence”) in this article.

Political scientists have said relatively little about analytic confidence in this context. Indeed,

most of the ways in which the term “confidence” appears in contemporary scholarship have little to

do with judging the extent to which analysts believe they possess a sound basis for making a particular

assessment of uncertainty. Some scholars define confidence as an attribute belonging to individuals,

such as how precisely analysts tend to estimate uncertain quantities or how highly they rate their over-

all performance (Moore & Healy, 2008; Ortoleva & Snowberg, 2015a). Others define confidence as

an attribute of available data, such as how “confidence intervals” characterize statistical parameters.

Still others define confidence based on ex post evaluations of judgmental accuracy, such that an ana-

lyst is “overconfident” if she assigns excessive certainty to her judgments (Johnson, 2004; Tetlock,

2005). When survey researchers ask respondents to say how “confident” they are in their political

knowledge, this is often equivalent to eliciting beliefs about the chances that those statements are true.

The fact that the word “confidence” conveys so many distinct ideas provides a pragmatic reason

to employ clearer terminology when debating high-stakes issues. But this article also provides a theo-

retical argument for why traditional discussions of analytic confidence are excessively vague. In par-

ticular, we explain how there are at least three distinct ways of describing the extent to which an

analyst believes that he or she possesses a sound basis for assessing uncertainty: reliability of available

evidence, range of reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new information. We distinguish these

attributes from probability estimates, explain how they can vary independently, and argue that each

carries different implications for political decision-making. We focus this discussion on national secu-

rity, as this is a domain where scholars have long debated conceptual frameworks for opening up the

“black box” of uncertainty (Rathbun, 2007; Vertzberger, 1995), and where these debates directly

shape the production of intelligence reports, military plans, and other consequential analyses (Fingar,

2011; Nye, 1994). Yet we emphasize throughout the article how our three conceptions of confidence

apply to nearly any other area of political decision-making where uncertainty plays a role.

After developing a theoretical framework for understanding the relationship between analytic

confidence and political decision-making in principle, we present two survey experiments examining

the extent to which respondents can employ these ideas in practice. Our first survey experiment shows

how a cross-section of national security elites, recruited through the National War College, employed

all three conceptions of confidence simultaneously when evaluating decisions under uncertainty. Our

second experiment demonstrates that even novice analysts, recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk,

could consistently discriminate among our three conceptions of confidence when making political

forecasts.

Beyond supporting the validity of our conceptual framework, these findings speak to broader aca-

demic questions about the ability of political analysts and decision-makers to employ abstract reason-

ing when assessing uncertainty. Behavioral studies often find that respondents’ perceptions of

uncertainty are more consistent with affect-laden feelings than with reasoned judgments (Gigerenzer,

2008; Kahneman, 2011, 201; Loewenstein, Hsee, Weber, & Welch, 2001; Slovic, 2010). This skepti-

cism is particularly strong in national security, where many scholars view the challenge of assessing

uncertainty as being unusually complex and subjective (Betts, 2000; Jervis, 1997). We nevertheless

demonstrate that both elite and nonelite respondents can consistently distinguish between probability
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and confidence and that they can reliably divide assessments of confidence into three constituent parts.

In this respect, our findings provide encouraging evidence regarding the capacity of analysts and

decision-makers to engage with abstract elements of uncertainty when given the opportunity to do so.

Three Conceptions of Confidence

The challenge of disentangling probability and confidence is prominent in the domain of intelli-

gence and national security. Figure 1 presents guidelines on this subject from the U.S. Defense Intelli-

gence Agency and National Intelligence Council. Though these standards instruct analysts to convey

probability estimates using qualitative language, it is at least clear that these phrases correspond to

numbers between 0% and 100%. By contrast, these guidelines define confidence with respect to attrib-

utes such as quality and quantity of available information, potential for deception, gaps in knowledge,

and strength of relevant inferences. It is hard to say how analysts should operationalize any of these

attributes, let alone how one might represent those factors on a single scale. Vagueness surrounding

confidence levels thus extends beyond ambiguous language: Interpreting these assessments requires

grappling with conceptual confusion about what analytic confidence means.

This confusion has two main elements. First, it is unclear why some factors associated with ana-

lytic confidence should matter for decision-making. For example, both the Defense Intelligence

Agency and the National Intelligence Council define confidence with respect to the number of sources

that analysts use to draw conclusions. But if an analyst finds a single, dispositive source, then there is

no reason why she cannot make a sound judgment, just as one credible eyewitness can justify a crimi-

nal conviction. Thus, one challenge in defining analytic confidence is understanding which factors

represent primary elements of uncertainty and which proxy for other, more important concepts. In this

respect, our theoretical framework hones discussions of confidence into three basic ways of describing

the extent to which analysts believe they possess a sound basis for assessing uncertainty. We call these

attributes reliability of available evidence, range of reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new

information.

Figure 1. Instructions for expressing uncertainty in intelligence. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Existing discussions of analytic confidence also tend to be underspecified. For example, when

the Defense Intelligence Agency describes “strength of analysis” or when the National Intelligence

Council discusses “high-quality information” (see Figure 1), these phrases suggest constellations of

factors as opposed to precise ideas. In describing our three conceptions of confidence, we thus explain

how each can be quantified in principle. This is not to claim that analysts should quantify these

attributes in practice, as debates about quantifying subjective judgments are an important topic of

controversy in their own right (Kent, 1964). Instead, we specify each conception of confidence to

demonstrate that these ideas reflect coherent and distinct elements of uncertainty.

Saying that these concepts are “distinct” does not require them to be uncorrelated. Probability

and confidence often go together, as analysts who possess greater certainty also tend to possess greater

confidence. Throughout this section, however, we explain how this correlation is imperfect, and we

offer a range of examples to demonstrate how separating these elements of uncertainty can play an

important role in shaping high-stakes decisions. In conducting this discussion, we frequently rely on

the concept of “second-order uncertainty,” which captures the relative credibility that analysts assign

to every possible judgment. Second-order uncertainty thus reflects an analyst’s belief about the chan-

ces that the “right” probability estimate to make on the basis of available evidence is 0%, 1%, 2%,

and so on up to 100%. Each of our three conceptions of confidence essentially articulates a different

way in which second-order uncertainty shapes political decision-making.

Of course, we cannot say that reliability of available evidence, range of reasonable opinion, and

responsiveness to new information are the only ways of describing analytic confidence that would

ever matter to making political decisions. Yet our three conceptions of confidence cover each basic

element of Bayesian reasoning. Reliability of available evidence reflects the degree to which an ana-

lyst’s judgments depend on her initial prior assumptions, range of reasonable opinion captures an ana-

lyst’s current perception of second-order uncertainty, and responsiveness to new information reflects

how further study might shift those perceptions into what decision theorists call “posterior” judg-

ments. At the very least, we will argue that our three conceptions of confidence should matter for

making all political decisions where uncertainty plays a role. To our knowledge, our theoretical

framework reflects the first attempt to specify the foundations of analytic confidence in this manner.

Reliability of Available Evidence
Our first conception of analytic confidence is reliability of available evidence. In this view, ana-

lysts have a sound basis for assessing uncertainty when their judgments reflect case-specific knowl-

edge as opposed to speculation. This is the most common way that scholars and practitioners define

confidence levels in intelligence studies. Thus, Thomas Fingar (2011), formerly Deputy Director of

National Intelligence for Analysis, writes that “confidence judgments are based on the quantity, qual-

ity, and consistency of the information available” (p. 88; Wheaton, 2012, p. 335). Assessing the reli-

ability of available evidence requires considering factors such as the volume of available information,

the diagnostic value of individual data points, analysts’ subject matter expertise, and the extent to

which independent sources provide corroborating views. We can summarize these factors with respect

to a single attribute, which is the extent to which an analyst’s judgment depends on her initial prior

beliefs.1

While judgments based on more reliable evidence often entail greater certainty, those attributes

can vary independently. For example, estimates of the chances that a card drawn from a randomly

shuffled deck will be black (one-in-two), a diamond (one-in-four), or an ace (one-in-thirteen) all

reflect equally reliable reasoning. Identical assessments of confidence can thus accompany varying

1 We can quantify this attribute as the statistical difference between an analyst’s second-order uncertainty and what that
judgment would have been if her initial prior assumptions were uninformed (i.e., if she initially assigned equal credi-
bility to every relevant hypothesis). This captures the degree to which the analyst’s initial prior assumptions continue
to shape her assessment of uncertainty after viewing case-specific evidence.
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estimates of probability. Identical probability estimates can also accompany varying degrees of confi-

dence. Thus, if a political analyst says there is a 50% chance that a candidate will win an election, this

could reflect the result of a highly rigorous study showing that the race is even. But this analyst’s lack

of certainty could also reflect that she has not studied the election in detail and therefore possesses no

reason to believe that one candidate is more likely to win than the other.

It is furthermore possible for analysts to possess high certainty without the benefit of reliable evi-

dence. This is why courts of law instruct juries to avoid reaching verdicts based on stereotypes, hear-

say, or particular kinds of circumstantial evidence. The motivation behind these restrictions is the

concern that jurors can become convinced of a defendant’s guilt even in the absence of reliable evi-

dence to support that judgment (McAuliff, 1982). A similar premise guides the jury selection process,

on the assumption that prejudicial jurors might reach conclusions that are heavily influenced by prior

beliefs as opposed to rigorous, case-specific reasoning. A different example of assessing high certainty

without reliable evidence would be a doctor who tells a patient it is very unlikely that she possesses a

rare disease simply because the base rate of occurrence for that disease is small. Such reasoning is dis-

tinct from making a low-probability diagnosis after running a large battery of tests that search for evi-

dence of a disease in this particular patient. In the latter case, the doctor would then possess a high

degree of certainty and the ability to defend that judgment without relying on her prior assumptions.

In classical decision theory, the reliability of available evidence does not directly shape decision-

making. Strictly from the standpoint of expected utility, it does not matter whether a probability

estimate is known to take a certain value or whether it is expected to take that value on the basis of

ambiguous evidence (Ellsberg, 1961). Though many individuals would not treat these cases equally,

most decision theorists see such “ambiguity aversion” as misguided (Al-Najjar & Weinstein, 2009).

Reliability of available evidence nevertheless carries important implications for the ethics of

political decision-making. In particular, many people believe that it is inappropriate for public policy

to cause harm without concrete justification. Controversy over racial profiling by police is, thus,

largely a debate over whether it is acceptable to impose costs on individual citizens without reliable

indicators of personal guilt. Similarly, when debating environmental regulations, drug approvals, and

proposals to privatize social security, decision-makers must consider the extent to which they can

prove that their actions do not impose unnecessary risks.2 In this sense, reliability of available evi-

dence shapes political choices in a manner that probability estimates alone cannot capture.

George W. Bush’s presidency offers two demonstrations of how similar concerns surround

national security decision-making. The first case is the 2003 invasion of Iraq, which shows the danger

of failing to draw clear distinctions between probability and confidence. The Bush administration pub-

licly justified the war as a measure to preempt Saddam Hussein from obtaining nuclear weapons. That

claim relied on circumstantial evidence interpreted in light of Saddam’s past behavior. Many scholars

believe that the speculative nature of this analysis undermined the Bush administration’s appeal to

preemption, as invoking that doctrine requires reliable evidence of imminent threat (Doyle, 2008). In

this view, one of the main flaws with prewar intelligence on Iraq was not just that analysts mistakenly

concluded Saddam was likely pursuing nuclear weapons, but that published reports failed to clarify

the degree to which this conclusion relied on prior beliefs (Betts, 2007, p. 116; Jervis, 2006, p. 44).

According to former Deputy Director of Intelligence Michael Morell, “By far the biggest mistake

made by the analysts. . . was not that they came to the wrong conclusion about Iraq’s WMD program,

but rather that they did not rigorously ask themselves how confident they were in their judgments”

(Morell, 2015, p. 102).

A second demonstration of the importance of drawing such distinctions occurred later in Bush’s

presidency, in response to reports that Syria was building a nuclear reactor at a site called al-Kibar.

Former CIA Director Michael Hayden (2016) describes briefing President Bush about this subject in

2 Such reasoning is especially prominent in debates over the precautionary principle.
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2007, explaining that while analysts were virtually certain that al-Kibar was a military facility, they

possessed no reliable evidence supporting this claim. “This is part of a Syrian weapons program. Of

course it is,” Hayden recalls saying. Yet he continued, “I can’t find the other parts of the weapons pro-

gram. No reprocessing facility. No weaponization effort that we can see. So I can only give this to

you with low confidence.” Hayden then recounts how “the president observed that his preemption pol-

icy demanded a threat be imminent before we could act. Our estimate of low confidence in a weapons

program made that very difficult to justify, and therefore, the president declared, ‘We will not strike

the facility’” (p. 262). This statement highlights how subjective probability estimates alone do not

capture all elements of uncertainty that inform high-stakes decisions. Reliability of available evidence

also plays an important role in shaping the ethical and political context for taking action.

Range of Reasonable Opinion
Our second conception of confidence is range of reasonable opinion. In this view, analysts have a

sounder basis for assessing uncertainty when they believe there is a narrower set of plausible view-

points. Thus, range of reasonable opinion resembles the way that social scientists describe “confidence

intervals,” though given how most statistical models rely on debatable assumptions, it is usually a

mistake to believe that statistical output objectively characterizes the ambiguity surrounding a given

inference (Manski, 2013). Analysts can quantify the way they perceive the range of reasonable opin-

ion by describing their second-order uncertainty as to what the right probability estimate entails.

In statistics, larger volumes of data typically produce tighter confidence intervals. By the same

logic, it is intuitive to see range of reasonable opinion as closely connected to the reliability of avail-

able evidence. But it is a mistake to conceive of those attributes as identical. The key to this distinc-

tion is that reliability of available evidence describes how analysts reach their conclusions (in

particular, the extent to which those conclusions depend on analysts’ initial prior assumptions). Range

of reasonable opinion, by contrast, describes the amount of ambiguity analysts are willing to accept

about what the right conclusion entails. Thus, if an analyst holds an extremely strong prior, then she

could believe the correct judgment is unambiguous, even if she cannot justify that conclusion on the

basis of case-specific evidence. Studies suggest that this is indeed how most people process political

information, relying on cues provided by experts whom they generally trust rather than forming rigor-

ous, case-specific judgments (Achen & Bartels, 2016; Zaller, 1992).

On the flip side, even when analysts base their conclusions entirely upon rigorous, case-specific

reasoning, they can still see the evidence as being objectively ambiguous. For instance, when climate

scientists estimate the chances that global temperatures will rise by a given amount or the chances

that sea levels will rise to a given level, these judgments generally reflect the output of detailed, rigor-

ous simulations. Yet scientists who rely on different data sets or different models often reach substan-

tially different conclusions. In this context, we would say that climate scientists’ assessments of

uncertainty reflect high degrees of reliable evidence (at least in the sense that these judgments leave

little room for analysts’ prior assumptions), but that they still permit a substantial range of reasonable

opinion. As shown in Figure 2, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) explicitly rec-

ognizes this distinction, asking analysts to describe the quality of available information and the extent

of expert agreement when assessing analytic confidence (Mastrandrea et al., 2010, p. 3).

Range of reasonable opinion shapes political decisions in three main ways. First, as with reliabil-

ity of available evidence, low levels of confidence in this area raise ethical concerns. In most U.S.

criminal trials, juries can only convict defendants by unanimous vote. A criminal trial’s outcome thus

depends on assessing probability (guilt beyond “reasonable doubt”), reliability of evidence (such as

the exclusion of hearsay), and range of reasonable opinion (via jury consensus). The broader practice

of establishing veto power in political decision-making serves a similar purpose, and even when una-

nimity is not formally required to approve a policy, many organizations strive to achieve consensus to

maximize the legitimacy of their actions.
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The Iraq War debate shows how range of reasonable opinion can also shape the politics of high-

stakes decision-making. The 2002 National Intelligence Estimate on Iraq’s weapons of mass destruc-

tion (WMD) programs contained a dissent from the U.S. Department of State. State Department ana-

lysts disputed the claim that Iraq’s acquisition of aluminum tubes indicated its intent to build uranium

centrifuges. Though scholars disagree over how much weight this dissent deserved, many observers

argue that it was inappropriate for the U.S. Intelligence Community to offer such a high-stakes judg-

ment, or for the Bush administration to act on that judgment, without conclusively rebutting the State

Department’s dissent (U.S. Senate, 2005, pp. 87–118).

Describing the range of reasonable opinion can also be valuable in prompting decision-makers to

explore the basis for existing disagreement. During the search for Osama bin Laden, for example,

President Obama asked his advisers to quantify the chances that al-Qaeda’s leader was living in

Abbottabad, Pakistan. The head of the Central Intelligence Agency’s bin Laden team placed these

chances at 95% while CIA Deputy Director Michael Morell put his own guess at 60%. When Presi-

dent Obama asked about this discrepancy, Morell explained that while counterterrorism officials

trusted their targeting abilities given recent tactical successes, his experience assessing Iraq’s weapons

of mass destruction programs had left him wary of basing strategic decisions on circumstantial evi-

dence. Morell (2015, pp. 156–161) recounts how this discussion played an important role framing

President Obama’s choice over whether to strike the Abbottabad compound. For similar reasons,

Richard Neustadt and Ernest May (1986) recommend that decision-makers ask analysts to quantify

probability estimates when debating major decisions, as “We know of no better way to force clarifica-

tion of meanings while exposing hidden differences” (p. 152).

Responsiveness to New Information
Our third conception of confidence is responsiveness to new information. In this view, individuals

should be more “confident” when assessing uncertainty the less they expect subsequent analysis to

change their judgments. Responsiveness to new information depends both on how strongly analysts

hold their beliefs and how much information they might be able to collect if given additional time and

resources (Friedman & Zeckhauser, 2015). Formally, we can express these factors’ combined influ-

ence in terms of second-order uncertainty about the value a probability estimate might take at some

future date.

Responsiveness to new information differs from our other conceptions of confidence in that it

cannot be divorced from practical considerations. Analysts can assess reliability of available evidence

and range of reasonable opinion without referencing the decisions they are trying to inform, as these

attributes rely solely on the way analysts perceive uncertainty and how they arrived at their judgments.

By contrast, there is no way to assess how these judgments might change moving forward without

making assumptions about the resources that decision-makers can devote to further analysis. The

more decision-makers are willing to invest, the more likely such investments will be to shift analysts’

Figure 2. IPCC guidelines for assessing confidence.
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judgments. In other words, the key issue when assessing responsiveness to new information is not

how much analysts might be able to reduce remaining uncertainty in principle, but rather the extent to

which they expect their views to change in practice given available constraints.

Neither reliability of available evidence nor range of reasonable opinion addresses this subject

directly. For example, some of the most important questions in political discourse are also highly sub-

jective. What is the risk of another global financial crisis within the next decade? What are the chan-

ces that a new Supreme Court justice would vote to overturn Roe v. Wade? What is the probability

that the United States and China will go to war by 2030? Any answer to these questions will rely

heavily on speculation while leaving wide room for reasonable disagreement. We might, thus, con-

sider those judgments to involve “low confidence.” Yet seen through the lens of responsiveness to

new information, these questions often provide the strongest basis for assessing uncertainty, given

that further study is unlikely to change analysts’ views within a relevant time frame.

Drawing such distinctions is especially important when determining how to time major decisions.

For example, when intelligence officials first approached President Obama with the idea that Osama

bin Laden might be living in Abbottabad in fall 2010, Obama asked them to pursue alternative meth-

ods for collecting information about the compound. Though some of these methods yielded valuable

information, none conclusively identified the compound’s occupants (Morell, 2015, p. 152). By spring

2011, it was clear that intelligence officials had exhausted feasible avenues for collecting actionable

evidence. Meanwhile, the longer President Obama waited to authorize a raid on the compound, the

greater the chances became that the compound’s occupants would learn they were being watched or

that they would leave for other reasons. Regardless of the reliability of available evidence about the

Abbottabad compound or the range of reasonable opinion surrounding this subject, President Obama

therefore determined that he could not justify further delay. Responsiveness to new information was

thus the only major element of uncertainty that shifted between fall 2010 and spring 2011—but that

shift also proved decisive in shaping President Obama’s decision to strike Abbottabad.

President Bush’s decision not to attack Syria’s nuclear reactor in 2007 also highlights the impor-

tance of weighing responsiveness to new information. Though all analysts agreed that the al-Kibar

facility was likely designed for military purposes, they believed that the reactor was years away from

producing weapons-grade material. There was thus little opportunity cost in continuing to study the

facility. Meanwhile, intelligence officials had viable opportunities to continue gathering information

about the site, and it was possible that the situation would be resolved without U.S. intervention.

(Indeed, Israel destroyed the facility with an air strike later that year.) Compared to the bin Laden

raid, analysts had higher certainty, more reliable evidence, and greater analytic consensus in assessing

al-Kibar. Yet President Bush chose not to strike the Syrian reactor, in part because gathering addi-

tional information was more attractive than striking immediately.

Testing Conceptual Validity Through Survey Experiments

The previous section argued that the common practice of ascribing “confidence levels” to assess-

ments of uncertainty obscures information that is relevant to making high-stakes decisions. We argued

that analytic confidence is not a single variable, but rather three distinct attributes that can vary inde-

pendently, each holding different implications for political decision-making.

Yet explaining how our three conceptions of confidence operate in principle does not guarantee

that these distinctions matter in practice. Behavioral researchers often find that analysts and decision-

makers struggle to manage abstract elements of uncertainty. In many areas of high-stakes decision-

making, perceptions of uncertainty seem more consistent with affect-laden feelings than with reasoned

judgments (Gigerenzer, 2008; Kahneman, 2011, p. 201; Loewenstein et al., 2001; Slovic, 2010). This

presents two main challenges to our theoretical framework. First, decision-makers may not reliably

respond to distinctions among our three conceptions of confidence, in which case our ideas would add
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little descriptive value for understanding how political decisions are made. Second, analysts might be

unable to discriminate among our three conceptions of confidence, implying that our ideas hold little

prescriptive value for improving assessments of uncertainty in national security or other fields.

We conducted two survey experiments to address these concerns. The first shows how a

cross-section of national security elites, recruited through the National War College, employed all

three conceptions of confidence simultaneously when evaluating decisions under uncertainty. Our sec-

ond survey experiment demonstrates that novice political analysts, recruited through Amazon’s

Mechanical Turk survey platform, could consistently discriminate among our three conceptions of

confidence when making political forecasts. These findings suggest that our attempts to open up the

“black box” of analytic confidence yield both descriptive and prescriptive benefits: We see how these

distinctions shape the way that real national security officials evaluate high-stakes decisions, and we

find that analysts can intuitively grasp these distinctions.

Survey experiments have four main drawbacks for the study of political decision-making. First,

survey experiments cannot replicate the dense mixture of cues and pressures that real high-stakes deci-

sions entail. This raises well-known concerns about survey experiments’ external validity (Hyde,

2015). It is particularly problematic to use survey experiments to draw inferences about the overall

levels of support which people might offer to real political decisions that involve many other factors.

The strength of the experimental method instead lies in examining how varying specific elements of a

decision-making problem systematically influences respondents’ reactions. This ability to isolate

specific microfoundations of analysis and decision-making is especially important for the purposes of

this article given how national security officials almost always leave their assessments of uncertainty

vague, and given that they rarely disentangle different conceptions of confidence in the way this arti-

cle proposes.3 Indeed, the main purpose of these experiments is to determine whether it would be

valuable for national security officials to parse these judgments in a more detailed manner. In these

respects, survey experiments provide leverage that observational studies cannot provide when it

comes to understanding how specific conceptions of confidence shape analysis and decision-making.

A related drawback with survey experiments is that it is difficult to calibrate the strength of exper-

imental manipulations (Barabas & Jerit, 2010). Simulating what informational “treatments” might

look like in real decision-making scenarios inevitably sacrifices realism. That problem is somewhat

mitigated in our case given how most intelligence reports involve “key judgments” sections summa-

rizing relevant aspects of uncertainty. The third section of our paper describes how we sought to repli-

cate this kind of presentation when designing our experiments, but it would still be a mistake to

interpret experimental results as externally valid representations of treatment effects. Instead, the main

value of gathering this information is to understand whether respondents find our conceptions of confi-

dence to be intuitively meaningful. If they do, this would suggest that existing approaches to assessing

analytic confidence systematically sacrifice valuable information, even if our research design does not

allow us to estimate exactly how valuable this information would be in any particular case.4

A third drawback with survey experiments is that respondents often devote limited attention to

survey tasks (Berinsky, Margolis, & Sances, 2014). In our context, however, limited attention only

raises the challenge of obtaining clear results. To the extent that analysts and decision-makers were

able to engage with abstract elements of uncertainty in low-stakes survey experiments, this makes it

less plausible to argue that professionals with greater experience, training, and incentives for effort

could not also discriminate among our ideas.5

3 Though the previous section highlighted examples of how individual conceptions of confidence shaped high-stakes
decisions, we are unaware of a single case where national security officials discussed all three ideas together.

4 Of course, we would be skeptical of any research design that claimed to offer such remarkable payoffs.
5 Some surveys are also susceptible to social desirability bias, decreasing the proportion of respondents who are willing

to offer controversial opinions (Blair, Imai, & Lyall, 2014). Yet because our hypotheses (described below) involve
analyzing treatment effects rather than response means, this should not influence our analysis.
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Finally, scholars must consider how survey respondents differ from populations of interest

(Hafner-Burton, Hughes, & Victor, 2013). When studying how our three conceptions of confidence

shape decision-making, we addressed this issue by recruiting an elite sample of 223 national security

professionals enrolled in mandatory midcareer education at the National War College.6 The National

War College draws active-duty officers from all U.S. military services, along with professionals from

civilian national security agencies (32% of respondents) and military officers from countries besides the

United States (12% of respondents). Response rates at advanced military education programs are also

high (ours was 88%). Our first survey experiment thus comprised a relatively broad cross-section of

national security professionals with much less exposure to response bias than most other elite studies.

Our second study examined the extent to which political analysts who lacked specialized training

could discriminate among different dimensions of analytic confidence. To conduct this study, we

recruited 1,000 respondents via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), which is an online platform where

individuals complete surveys in exchange for compensation.7 Since respondents recruited from AMT

possess neither special interest nor special expertise in analyzing national security issues,8 they are

distinct from national security analysts or other professional assessors of uncertainty. In the context of

our research, however, this should only increase the challenges of confirming that respondents could

consistently disentangle our three conceptions of confidence. If we find that these individuals system-

atically grasp the distinctions among these ideas, then professional political analysts should be able to

so even more effectively.

How National Security Professionals Interpret Analytic Confidence

Our first survey experiment employed a vignette-based design, presenting respondents with three

national security decisions under uncertainty: a proposed hostage rescue mission with uncertainty

about whether the hostages were being held in a particular location, a proposed drone strike with

uncertainty about whether the target was a high-ranking terrorist, and a proposal to restrict air travel

in response to a reported terrorist plot with uncertainty about whether this threat was genuine. The

online supporting information provides the full text of each scenario.

Each vignette contained one paragraph describing the decision problem and one paragraph pre-

senting assessments of uncertainty. The second paragraph began with a probability estimate, such as

the chances that the target of the proposed drone strike was a high-ranking terrorist. We randomly

assigned one of two values to these probability assessments, which differed by 15 percentage points.

Then we briefly presented our three conceptions of confidence in random order. Each confidence

assessment took one of two possible values. For example, here is the full text of the hostage rescue

scenario:

The U.S. military is searching for five American citizens held hostage by a rebel group

overseas. They receive information suggesting that the hostages are being held in a

rural compound. Analysts can tell that the compound is being used by the rebel group,

but they have difficulty confirming that the hostages are present. Special forces officers

expect that a raid on the compound will meet armed resistance. They do not want to

6 We administered this survey between August 9 and 17, 2016. Mid-career programs like the National War College are
required for U.S. military officers gaining promotion to the rank of colonel or commander.

7 On the use of AMT for political science research, see Berinksy, Huber, & Lenz, 2012. We administered this survey
on June 30, 2016. Respondents were 46% female and 80% White. Forty-seven percent had a college degree. Respond-
ents were compensated $1.40 for finishing a survey that had a median completion time of 11 minutes. This rate of
hourly compensation exceeded the federal minimum standard.

8 On average, respondents reported spending less than one hour per day reading, watching, or discussing political news.
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put their soldiers in harm’s way if the hostages are not present, but if they delay action

too long, the rebels might move the hostages to a different location.

After careful deliberation, a group of intelligence analysts assesses that there is a [60/

75] percent chance that the hostages are being held inside this compound. The analysts

explain that they have [little/a large amount of] reliable evidence on which to base their

judgment; that there is [minimal/significant] disagreement among them about the chan-

ces that the hostages are present; and that they [do not believe their assessment would

substantially change/believe their assessment could substantially change] if they con-

tinue to investigate the compound.

We designed this experiment to test three hypotheses. Our principal hypothesis was that each of

our three conceptions of confidence would independently shape the manner in which respondents

evaluated national security decisions. This is a demanding hypothesis. Reliability of available evi-

dence, range of reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new information are abstract ideas. If sur-

vey respondents reacted to these ideas simultaneously and independently, then this would indicate

that national security professionals intuitively find that information to be meaningful when evaluating

decisions under uncertainty.

Our theoretical framework also suggests that respondents should prioritize different concep-

tions of confidence when evaluating different aspects of national security decisions. For example,

the article’s first section explained how responsiveness to new information is most important for

evaluating the trade-off between acting immediately and delaying a decision. By contrast, we

argued that reliability of available evidence and range of reasonable opinion are primarily useful

for evaluating a decision’s political and ethical dimensions. Thus, our second hypothesis was that

respondents would assign responsiveness to new information its greatest weight when evaluating

the trade-off between action and delay, and our third hypothesis was that respondents would give

the greatest weight to reliability of available evidence and range of reasonable opinion when eval-

uating a decision’s political and ethical dimensions. Confirming that respondents prioritize different

conceptions of confidence in this way would demonstrate note only that they paid attention to this

information, but also that they engaged with these ideas in distinctive ways that match theoretical

expectations.

H1: All three conceptions of confidence will independently influence the way that

respondents evaluate proposed decisions under uncertainty.

H2: Responsiveness to new information will have its greatest effect in shaping respond-

ents’ perceptions about the trade-offs between acting immediately and gathering addi-

tional information.

H3a: Reliability of available evidence will have its greatest effect in shaping respond-

ents’ perceptions about the political and ethical dimensions of decisions under

uncertainty.

H3b: Range of reasonable opinion will have its greatest effect in shaping respondents’

perceptions about the political and ethical dimensions of decisions under uncertainty.

To test these hypotheses, we asked respondents to indicate levels of agreement (on a 7-point

scale) with four statements after reading each scenario: “Decision makers should approve this

proposal”; “Decision makers should gather more information before making a choice”; “It is ethically

problematic to take action based on the information available in this scenario”; and “It would be diffi-

cult to defend this action to the public.” The online supporting information presents descriptive statis-

tics for each measure.
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Results
We analyzed survey data using ordinary least squares regressions with fixed effects for each

respondent and scenario.9 (The online supporting information contains full results and alternative

specifications.) Figure 3 summarizes our principal findings, showing how our four experimental treat-

ments influenced each of the ways we asked respondents to evaluate decisions under uncertainty.

The data confirmed Hypothesis 1, as assessments of probability, reliability of available evidence,

range of reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new information all simultaneously influenced the

manner in which respondents evaluated proposed courses of action. Each of these variables was a sta-

tistically significant (p< 0.05) predictor of at least two of the four response measures we elicited. On

the central question of the extent to which respondents supported taking action in each case, assess-

ments of probability, range of reasonable opinion, and responsiveness to new information each

exerted effects that were statistically significant at the p< 0.05 level, while reliability of available evi-

dence only narrowly missed that threshold (p 5 0.06).

Our results also confirmed Hypothesis 2, showing that respondents gave responsiveness to new

information its greatest weight when evaluating trade-offs between acting immediately and gathering

additional information. The substantive impact of responsiveness to new information was twice as

large for predicting willingness to delay action than for any of the other three measures we elicited

from respondents.

Our experiment produced mixed support for Hypotheses 3a and 3b. As anticipated, we found that

the reliability of available evidence shaped respondents’ views most extensively when evaluating

prospects for political controversy. Our results demonstrate that respondents saw range of reasonable

opinion as having important political ramifications as well. Contrary to our expectations, however, we

found that range of reasonable opinion had its greatest weight in shaping respondents’ willingness to

gather additional information.

To explore this pattern further, we analyzed how respondents combined information about range

of reasonable opinion and responsiveness to new information when evaluating trade-offs between

Figure 3. Responses to national security scenarios. Estimated treatment effects from OLS regressions characterizing

respondents’ reactions to national security decisions. Dependent variables measured on 7-point scales.

9 Mean (standard deviation) support for taking action was 4.9 (1.8) for the hostage scenario, 4.2 (2.0) for the drone
strike scenario, and 2.7 (1.5) for the terrorism scenario. The online supporting information provides additional descrip-
tive statistics.
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acting immediately and gathering additional information. Table 1 shows that respondents were most

willing to delay action when analysts reported that their findings could change substantially in light of

new information. In this context, range of reasonable opinion had no statistical impact on respondents’

views. By contrast, when analysts reported that their findings were unlikely to change in response to

new information, range of reasonable opinion explained substantial variation in respondents’ willing-

ness to delay. These patterns suggest that respondents implicitly applied a two-step decision rule

when considering the benefits of gathering additional information. The primary conception of confi-

dence that respondents examined when considering this trade-off was the extent to which delaying

action would produce informational gains. Even when respondents were skeptical about the informa-

tional value of delay, however, they were still hesitant to act as long as analysts disagreed over how to

assess uncertainty.

These experimental results demonstrate that our three conceptions of confidence capture indepen-

dent elements of high-stakes decision-making, elements that matter not merely in principle but also in

practice. Though distinctions among our three conceptions of confidence are abstract, and though we

gave respondents no special instructions about how to interpret this information, we found that these

attributes influenced the way that national security professionals intuitively evaluated decisions under

uncertainty. Not only did our respondents react to these cues, but they also prioritized different ele-

ments of analytic confidence when assessing specific elements of decision-making in ways that either

matched our theoretical expectations or suggested otherwise sensible approaches to managing

uncertainty.

How Inexperienced Analysts Assess Analytic Confidence

Even if our three conceptions of confidence independently shape the way that national security

officials evaluate high-stakes decisions, these ideas would still offer little practical value if analysts

could not reliably distinguish among them. To investigate whether political analysts can intuitively

disentangle the dimensions of analytic confidence, we administered a second survey experiment to

1,000 respondents via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). As our second section described, this

research design provides a tough test of conceptual validity. To the extent that inexperienced analysts

can consistently discriminate among our three conceptions of confidence, we should expect profes-

sional analysts with greater training and expertise to make even greater use of these ideas.

We asked each respondent to answer 10 questions, randomly chosen from a broader list of 20.

Eight questions pertained to U.S. domestic politics, such as “What are the chances that Hillary Clinton

will win the 2016 U.S. presidential election?” Eight questions pertained to foreign policy issues, such

as “What are the chances that Britain will formally exit the European Union by the end of 2016?” The

remaining questions dealt with issues that involved both foreign and domestic politics, such as “What

are the chances that the United States will accept more than 7,500 Syrian refugees by the end of

2016?” Figure 4 summarizes these questions, and the online supporting information provides com-

plete wordings.

Table 1. How Respondents Reacted to Range of Reasonable Opinion Versus Responsiveness to New Information

High Responsiveness Low Responsiveness Difference

Substantial disagreement 5.32 (1.72) 5.01 (1.77) 0.31 (p 5 0.10)

Little disagreement 5.19 (1.83) 4.31 (1.84) 0.88 (p< 0.001)

Difference 0.12 (p 5 0.53) 0.70 (p< 0.001)

Note. Mean support for delaying action (standard deviations in parentheses) based on assessments of range of reasonable

opinion and responsiveness to new information; p-values reflect comparisons of means in two-way t-tests.
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For each question, we asked respondents to provide a probability estimate. Then we asked

respondents to indicate the extent to which they agreed with each of the following statements: “I could

defend this estimate with a substantial amount of reliable information”; “Reasonable people could

give substantially different answers to this question”; and “My answer could change substantially if I

studied this subject further.” We elicited agreement with these statements on 5-point scales, as this is

the level of precision with which intelligence analysts generally assign confidence levels (low, low-to-

moderate, moderate, moderate-to-high, high). After gathering these data, we ordered each scale so

that larger values indicated greater confidence.

Identifying Independent Variation
Respondents assigned the same value to all three conceptions of confidence just 17% of the time.

For 25% of observations, the confidence levels that respondents attached to their forecasts differed by

at least three points out of five across measures. Overall correlations among these measures ranged

from 0.27 to 0.53, displaying substantial independent variation in the ways respondents assessed our

three conceptions of confidence. The online supporting information analyzes these descriptive statis-

tics in greater detail.

Figure 4. Exploring independent variation in conceptions of confidence across questions. Mean estimates (with standard

errors) for how respondents’ assessments of each conception of confidence deviated from the norm on each question,

controlling for probability assessments, additional conceptions of confidence, and respondent demographics. We withheld

Question 20 as a baseline, which asked about the chances that more than 10 U.S. soldiers would be killed in Iraq in

2016; “^” designates that the question specified the time frame was by/at the end of 2016.
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This independent variation could nevertheless reflect arbitrary responses to survey questions as

opposed to systematic distinctions among abstract ideas. If the relationship between our three mea-

sures tended to be stable on average, and if the remaining variation was simply random noise, then

there would be little practical value in asking analysts to distinguish among these concepts. The key

empirical issue is thus whether respondents’ confidence levels varied across measures in a manner

that was both independent and consistent.

To evaluate this claim, we analyzed variation in how respondents assessed each conception of

confidence while controlling for the degree of certainty that respondents assigned to each forecast

(defined as the absolute value of the difference between each probability estimate and 50%), as well

as how respondents assessed the other two kinds of confidence when making each forecast. After con-

trolling for these measures, we added dummy variables for each of our survey questions.10 The coeffi-

cients on these dummy variables thus indicate the extent to which respondents’ assessments of

confidence varied across questions in ways that we cannot explain as a function of how they assessed

other elements of uncertainty. If these question-level fixed effects prove to be statistically significant,

this would confirm that analysts consistently discriminated among our three conceptions of confi-

dence. In other words, this would show that the independent variation among these conceptions of

confidence reflected systematic distinctions as opposed to arbitrary detail.11

Results
Figure 4 presents results, estimated using ordinary least squares regression with respondent fixed

effects and standard errors clustered by respondent. (Again, see the online supporting information for

full analysis and additional specifications.) There was only one question on which we found no statis-

tically significant difference between the way that respondents assessed each conception of confidence

and what we would have predicted given the other covariates in our model. Sixty-five percent of these

question-level fixed effects are statistically significant at the p< 0.05 level, and 40% of them are sta-

tistically significant at the p< 0.001 level.

To illustrate our findings, Figure 4 shows that when analysts estimated the chances that al-

Qaeda’s leader would be killed or captured by the end of the year (question 19), they accepted that

this judgment was based on an unusually limited amount of reliable information, even after control-

ling for the way that those respondents evaluated probability and the other two kinds of confidence in

describing their beliefs. When respondents estimated the chances that Barack Obama’s approval rating

would be above 50% by the end of 2016 (question 3), they described this judgment as being unusually

open to reasonable disagreement. When respondents estimated the chances that the U.S. Congress

would pass gun control legislation by the end of 2016 (question 7), they believed that their views

were particularly unlikely to change in response to new information. For 6 of 20 questions, we

observed independent and statistically significant departures from the mean for all three conceptions

of confidence at once. For example, when respondents estimated the chances that Hillary Clinton

would be elected president (question 1), they generally reported that their beliefs were based on

unusually large amounts of reliable evidence and that those beliefs were unusually unlikely to change

in response to new information, but that reasonable people were also unusually likely to disagree

when offering their views on this issue.

10 We withheld the twentieth question as a baseline.
11 Our analyses also contain a battery of demographic controls. We included information on college education (dummy

variable), age, and political engagement (the number of hours per week respondents reported watching, reading, or
discussing political news) on the grounds that older and/or more informed respondents might assign higher confidence
to their judgments. We included information on gender, race, and political ideology given research suggesting that
men (Johnson et al., 2006) and conservatives (Ortoleva & Snowberg, 2015b) are especially prone to overconfidence,
and that Whites differ from other groups when assessing risk (Finucane, Slovic, Mertz, Flynn, & Satterfield, 2010).
See the online supporting information for details.
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These results demonstrate that respondents consistently discriminated among our three concep-

tions of confidence when making political forecasts. Though these respondents had no particular expe-

rience analyzing politics, and though we provided no special instructions for disentangling abstract

elements of assessing uncertainty, we found that they intuitively grasped the differences among these

abstract ideas. Thus, while our first survey experiment found that these distinctions matter to the ways

that national security professionals evaluate decisions under uncertainty, our second survey shows

that even inexperienced assessors can draw these distinctions in practice.

Summary and Directions for Further Research

In 2002, the United States Intelligence Community released a National Intelligence Estimate,

judging with “high confidence” that Iraq was “continuing, and in some areas expanding, its chemical,

biological, nuclear and missile programs.” What did it mean to make this judgment with high confi-

dence? One interpretation is that analysts thought it was highly likely that Iraq was pursuing weapons

of mass destruction. Perhaps this statement was 90% likely to be true: a “slam dunk” as this statement

was described in public debate. Or maybe analysts thought the chances that Iraq was pursuing weap-

ons of mass destruction were more like 60%, and they used the term “high confidence” to indicate

that most analysts believed this judgment was likely to be correct. While the difference between these

interpretations could have had markedly different implications for debates about invading Iraq, there

was little discussion at the time, either in government or in the public sphere, about what exactly it

meant to assess uncertainty with “high confidence” (Jervis, 2010, chap. 3).

Over the last decade, intelligence agencies in the United States and in several other countries

have undertaken substantial efforts to reduce confusion when communicating uncertainty (Ho,

Budescu, Dhami, & Mandel, 2015; Wheaton, 2012). Yet scholars and practitioners still lack concep-

tual foundations for describing what analytic confidence means in principle, and there remain open

empirical questions about the extent to which analysts and decision-makers can intuitively grasp these

ideas in practice. To address these issues, we argued for disaggregating “analytic confidence” into

three distinct attributes: reliability of available evidence, range of reasonable opinion, and responsive-

ness to new information. We showed that these attributes can vary independently and explained why

they hold different implications for high-stakes decision-making. Our survey experiments demon-

strated that these ideas shape the way that national security professionals evaluate decisions under

uncertainty and that even inexperienced analysts can consistently discriminate among these abstract

ideas. Though our analysis focused primarily on the challenges of assessing uncertainty in national

security, we explained how similar issues surround virtually any other area of political decision-

making. To our knowledge, this article represents the first attempt to build theoretical and empirical

foundations for understanding analytic confidence in this way.

Further research can extend our analysis in at least three directions. One clear avenue for addi-

tional research is to explore how different conceptions of confidence covary across issues. It is particu-

larly important to determine the conditions under which our three conceptions of confidence are most

likely to diverge, as these are the cases where separating conceptions of confidence would likely pro-

vide the most practical value for shaping decisions under uncertainty.

A second extension of this research would employ within-case process tracing to explore how

decision-makers respond to different conceptions of confidence when making high-stakes choices.

Since survey experiments cannot capture the dense mixture of cues and pressures that real high-stakes

decision entail, we have limited basis for making clear predictions about exactly where these concep-

tions of confidence have their greatest impact. Further work on this subject—perhaps delving into the

cases we described in the article’s first section—would hone scholars’ ability to describe how different

components of uncertainty shape major decisions.
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A third potential extension of this research program would explore the psychological mechanisms

by which decision-makers interpret and combine our three conceptions of confidence. Though many

scholars question the extent to which individuals can grapple with the nuances of assessing uncer-

tainty, our survey experiments showed how both elite and nonelite respondents could consistently sep-

arate probability from confidence and that they could reliably disentangle confidence into three

distinct components. Our first survey experiment further suggested that decision-makers interpreted

responsiveness to new information and range of reasonable opinion using a sensible, multistep pro-

cess. Altogether, these findings offer encouraging implications regarding individuals’ capabilities to

engage with abstract elements of uncertainty, inviting further experimental investigation of what these

thought processes entail.
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